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Overview of  mini-grids in India

• Mini-Grid in India 10kW to 4MW. Micro-Grids - less than 10kW

• India’s potential for energy generation through mini-grids in rural India is about 4.0 GW

• Draft National Mini-Grid Policy 2016 not yet passed by Parliament

• Some Indian states far ahead: UP, Bihar, Odisha and Jharkhand

• E.g, UP Mini-Grid Policy 2016, Odisha RE Policy 2016, Bihar NRE Policy 2017, Jharkhand Solar Policy 2022

• There was a shift in focus of the Central Government in 2017 with launch of Pradhan Mantri

Sahaj Bijli Har Ghar Yojana (Saubhagya)

• This plan aims to provide Electricity to ALL households in India using the National grid

• As of 2022 Government of India reports the Plan to be a ‘success’

• However, the definition of ‘electrification’ is debatable, due to the lack of verifiable data
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Case Studies – India
• Case studies based on primary research by Center for Science and

Environment (CSE). Each model differed in terms of:

• We documented mini-grids as small as 1.5 kW, using solar PV technology,

as well as large 32-kW units, using biomass and Solar PV.

• The majority of them are funded by government grants, multilateral funding,

or corporate social responsibility initiatives.

Size

Type of RE 

sources

Operating 

systems

Ownership

Funding 

methods

Sundarbans, West Bengal, 2021 - Raimongol Kumirmari Island

Sundarbans, West Bengal, 2021 - Madharchandra Satjelia Island

Gumla, Jharkhand, 2021 - Jargatoli and Basua

Amravati, Maharashtra, 2021 - Chopan

Thane, Maharashtra, 2016 - Fugale and Anghanwadi

Dhenkanal, Odisha, 2016 - Rajanga and Other  village

Pune, Maharashtra, 2016 - Darewada

Pali, Rajasthan, 2016 - Neechli babhan

Saran, Bihar, 2020 - Jalalpur

Saran, Bihar, 2020 - Garkha

West Champaran, Bihar, 2020 – Chanpatia

Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu – Odanthurai

CASE STUDIES
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State mini-grid policies and their features
States Salient features of mini-grid policy

Uttar Pradesh

(Uttar Pradesh Mini-gridPolicy,

2016)

• Providing power for 20 million households daily

• Stimulating private sector participation by 30% subsidy

• A guarantee 10 years of O&M services

• Promoting local manufacturing and socioeconomic development

Bihar

(Component under Policy of

Promotion of Bihar New and RE

Sources, 2017)

• The state aims to deploy 100 MW of RE mini-grids

• Projects to be built on the Build Own Operate & Maintain model

• Government to facilitate development of single window clearance mechanisms

Odisha

(A component under Odisha

Renewable Energy Policy, 2016)

• RE based small/mini/micro grids up to 1 MW

• The models are both based on pre-existing grids and on non-existing grids

Jharkhand

(A draft state policy for promotion 

of Mini and Micro Grid-2021)

• Power demand in Jharkhand is expected to reach 6000 MW in the next four-five years

• To meet increasing energy demand, State Energy Department & JREDA are exploring

cleaner sources

• Mini-grid of 1 - 500 kWp capacity to be installed, as well as various hybrid models using RE

sources

• Deployment of BOOM/BOOOMT will be through government subsidy, private or

community-funding
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The 20 countries with the largest access deficit

• The 20 nations with the worst access

gaps accounted for 78% of the world's

population without electricity in 2019

• Nigeria, the DRC, and Ethiopia had

the biggest deficits, with 89 million, 70

million, and 58 million people,

respectively

• Of the 20 nations with the worst

access deficits since 2010,

Bangladesh, Kenya, and Uganda have

improved the most
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Review of African mini-grids 
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Cost-efficient technology to deliver electricity

• Grid expansion costs over 20 years can

add $0.10-$0.50/kWh to low-income

households using 70-200 kWh annually

• For houses with a usage of 1,000 kWh or

more, the cost of power provided by grid

extension is just $0.03-0.11/kWh

Cost of delivered energy for low-income consumers 
(200 kWh per year)

Cost of delivered energy for medium-income consumers
(1,000 kWh per year)

Source: SEforALL
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Findings – Uganda

• The Electricity Order (ERA, 2007) exempts off-grid mini-grids smaller than 2 MW

from licensing requirements. The ERA still requires a certificate of exemption for

each project.

• Mini-grids larger than 2 MW must obtain licenses to generate, distribute, and sell

electricity. Market participants report that this licensing process is unpredictable,

opaque and time-consuming.

• Developers of mini-grids can propose tariffs to the ERA for review. As a

response, the ERA can amend the proposed tariffs to come closer to the grid

pricing of approximately $0.20/kWh.

• The central grid's interaction with mini-grids is unclear

Population: 4,57,41,000

Access to electricity (%): 41.30 %

Per capita electricity consumption (kWh): NA
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Findings – Tanzania

• A number of RBF programmes have been established by the Rural Energy Agency

(REA) since 2014. It disbursed $500 and $600 grants per new connection.

• Tanzania defines a SPP framework as a generation facility below 10 MW. Projects

receive a fixed tariff for the life of the SPPA. Payments are invoiced in US $ and may

be adjusted to another hard currency upon mutual agreement.

• A retail tariff structure can be proposed to EWURA for mini-grid projects below 100 kW

• Mini-grids of 100 kW to 1 MW receive fixed electricity tariffs, whether they sell to

TANESCO's isolated or main grid

• Projects under 1MW were exempt from licensing prior to the 2018 rule change. Since

then, all projects require licenses

• VSPP, SPP, or SPD owner becomes eligible to receive compensation on arrival of grid

Population: 5,97,34,213

Access to electricity (%): 37.70 %

Per capita electricity consumption (kWh): 104
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SPP: Standardised Small Power Purchase 
SPPA: Standardised Small Power Purchase Agreements
EWURA: Energy and Water Utilities Regulatory Authority
VSPP: Very Small Power Producers
SPD: Small Power Distributor



Findings – Nigeria

• The new rule issued under Section 70 (8) of the Electric Power Sector Reform Act

(EPSRA) sought to enhance private-sector electricity access.

• NERC developed a web-based tool for developers to streamline mini-grid registration

• NERC released a downloadable simplified Excel model (Multi-Year Tariff Order) for

determining cost-reflective tariffs to charge end users

• The World Bank provided a $350 million loan to the

Federal Ministry of Finance to fund the Nigeria

Electrification Project

• The African Development Bank (AfDB) and the Africa

Growing Together Fund (AGTF) is providing $200 million

for the NEP

• Government has proposed the Interconnected Mini-grid

Acceleration Scheme (IMAS) as a nationwide non-site-

specific open competitive tender

Population: 20,61,39,587

Access to electricity (%): 55.40 %

Per capita electricity consumption (kWh): 145
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Findings – Rwanda

• The National Energy Policy and National Energy Strategy (2008-2012), the

Electricity Law (2011), an updated Energy Policy (2015), and more recently, a

regulation for Rural Electrification are the enablers for mini-grid development

• In 2015, Simplified Licensing Framework for Rural Electrification Regulation was

approved following the updated Energy Policy

• Mini-grid of less than 50 kW are exempt from the need for a license, but

developers must still notify the Rwanda Utilities Regulatory Authority (RURA)

• Developers of mini-grids can apply for licenses to build mini-grids of up to 1 MW

• The licensing process does not apply to mini-grids under 50 kW but they must

notify authorities

Population: 1,29,52,209

Access to electricity (%): 37.8 %

Per capita electricity consumption (kWh): NA
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Findings – Ethiopia

• A Mini-Grid Directive has been passed by EEA

• EEA and NARUC developed 5 implementation guides to accompany the Mini-Grid Directive,

covering topics such as:

▪ Implementing the mini-grid framework

▪ Designing and improving standards for electric service quality

▪ Studying the feasibility of mini-grids to provide or improve access to electricity

▪ Sharing best practices on regulatory approach, tariff setting, exclusive rights, and resolving disputes

▪ Evaluation of mini-grid projects and their impacts in future periodic reviews

• Guidelines for licensing mini-grids accompany the Minigrid Directive

• Highly subsidised national flat-rate tariff of under 3c/kWh, with a long-run marginal cost of

7c/kWh. Tariff has been in place since 2006 as part of a national strategy to drive consumption.

• Pricing Procedure for Small and Very Small Self-Contained Systems No. 2/2005 outlines the

pricing procedure for small mini-grids.

Population: 5,79,44,703

Access to electricity (%): 48.30 %

Per capita electricity consumption (kWh): 69
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EEA: Ethiopian Energy Authority
NARUC: National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners
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